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3Abstract
This thesis is devoted to a basic problem of the invariant theory
of groups, viz., given an commutative algebra R over a given field
k and a group G of automorphisms of R, to describe the algebra
of G-invariant elements of R. In particular, if R is the poly-
nomial algebra k[xl,..., xni of n indeterminates over a field
k and G is a subgroup of the general linear group GLn(k) acting
on k[ x1...,xn], then, is the algebra of invariants a finitely
generated algebra over k? This is essentially the famous Hilbert
fourteenth problem posed by Hilbert in 1900.
In the present article, we will confine ourselves to an
affirmative case when R is the polynomial algebra k[xl,..., xn]
and G is a finite subgroup of GLn(k). Our aim is to give an
expository article on the invariant theory of finite groups with
emphasis on a particular structure of the algebra of invariants--
the hypersurface.
In Chapter 1, we give a historical account and the early
developments of the invariant theory of finite groups when the
underlying field is the field of complex number c. The basic
concepts and notions such as that of the syzygies, minimal free
resolutions, Cohen-Macaulay algebras, hypersurfaces, complete inter-
sections and Gorenstein algebras are introduced together with
examples for illustrations.
Chapter 2. is devoted to an early instant of hypersurfaces--
the algebras of invariants of the finite subgroups of SL2 (E). A
slightly modified proof for the theorem which states that the algebras
of invariants of the finite subgroups of CL2 (C) are hypersurfaces
is given.
In Chapter 3, we consider some invariant subalgebras which are
hypersurfaces namely, we consider the invariant subalgebras of a
particuar type of group N which is the intersection of SL n (k)
with a pseudo-reflection group G. Throughout this chapter, we
work under an assumption on G (Assumption 2.1, chapter 3) and the
condition that ([G:N], char k)= 1 if char k 0. Two main
theorems are proved which determine k[V]N completely in terms of
k[V]G and certain detl-invariants of G when [G:N] is a prime
or a power of a prime. This lends itself to a generalization of a
result of R. Stanley in which the underlying field is C.
Finally, in Chapter 4, a summary on the recent developments of
the characterization problem of the algebra of invariants is given,
namely, the work of N. L. Gordeev, K. Watanabe, H. Nakajima, V. Kac
and V.L. Popov etc.
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char k characteristic of k
V an n-dimensional vector space over k with
as basis
k[V] the symmetric algebra of V, i.e. the polynomial algebra
where is a basis of V
k[V]G the algebra of invariants of the group G acting on k[V]
the right action of g on the polynomial
CHAPTER 1. THE ALGEBRA OF INVARIANTS
§1. Introduction
We begin by introducing the basic problem in invariant theory.
Let V be an n-dimensional vector space over a field k and
a basis of V. Let G be a subgroup of the group of
invertible linear transformations on V, i.e. GL(v). Each
g£ GL(v) is represented by a matrix (a..) in GL (k) where
y_ J
for Write k[v] for the
symmetric algebra of V, The action
of G on V can be extended uniquely to an action on k[V] as
algebra automorphisms, viz.,
for For example, take
then




the vector space of homogeneous polynomials of degree d.
A polynomial f£ k[v] is called a G-invariant, or an absolute
invariant of G if f• g= f for all g£ G. Clearly, the invariants
G G
form a subalgebra of k[V]. Denote this by k[V]_ i.e. k[V]=
(f£ k[V] 1 f• g= f for all g£ G]. More generally, let X be
any linear character of G, i.e. X: G k is a homomorphism,
then denote by the set of relative invariants of G, i.e.
Clearly,
G G
is an k[V] module. The polynomials in k[V] are called
X
X-invariants or semi-invariants of G.
The main problem in invariant theory is to study the structure
of the algebras k[v] and to characterize them. This problem has
been standing since early 20th century and has not yet been completely
solved! The first natural question to raise is: can we find a
fundamental system of invariants, i.e. a finite set of invariants
such that any invariant would be a polynomial in the fundamental
invariants? This is equivalent to ask: is the algebra of invariants
a finitely generated k-algebra? This indeed is the ibth problem
posed by Hilbert in 1900.
§2. Hilbert fourteenth problem
The fourteenth problem of Hilbert is one of the famous problems
posed by Hilbert at the International Congress in Paris (1900) and
this was published in Archiv f. Math. u. Phys. (19OI) [Hi]. The
motivation for this problem came from his affirmative answer in 1890
for the case when k= T and G= SL (ffi). The proof for this can
be found in the book The Classical Groups of H. Weyl [Wey 2].
Various attempts have been made since then by many mathematicians.
In 1916, Emmy Noether showed that the answer is affirmative for
k= E and G a finite subgroup of GL(c) [Ho 1]. Later, in 1926,
she also did that for the case when the underlying field is arbitrary
[Ho 2]. Moreover, Fischer (19II), Weitzenbock (1932), Zariski (1953)
etc. also made contributions to the problem. The most striking
results are due to H. Weyl in 1925 [Wey 1] [Wey 2] and M. Hagata in
1958 [Hag]. Weyl showed that if k= £C and G is a semi-simple Lie
group, then the algebra of invariants is finitely generated. The proof
follows from his theorem on complete reducibility of representations
of semi-simple Lie algebras. And M. Hagata answered the problem in
the negative by giving a counter-example. Although the finiteness
theorem is not true in general, the ideas of Hilbert have been
generalized in the work of L. Mumford. Through the language of
algebraic geometry, invariant theory is used as a tool in certain
problems of algebraic curves (cf. the book Geometric Invariant Theory
of Mumford [Mu]).
For the history of the invariant theory before 1900, we refer
the reader to chapter 2 of the book of H. Weyl [Wey 2] and the book
of Dieudonne and Carrel [D-C]. For more informations on the development
of the fourteenth problem, we refer the reader to [Hag] and [Ka, Ch lk].
§3. Molien series and Molien's Theorem
From now on until the end of chapter 2, we always take G to be
the underlying field.
Since for all the determination of
reduces to the determination of its homogeneous parts. In fact,
is a graded algebra over is a
CC-algebra with a vector space direct sum decomposition, viz.,
Notice that dim is
finite so dim is finite too. The Molien series of is
defined to be the formal power series dim
Similarly, we define where
When G is finite, there is a beautiful theorem of Molien which
provides a formula for F (A)•Ur
r
Theorem 5.1 (Molien's Theorem) [Mo][Sta 3, Thm 2.1][Bo, p. 110]
Let G be a finite subgroup of GL (CC) and let x be a linear
n
character of G. Then F (A) is given by
j X,
where I denotes the identity transformation ana X denotes one
complex conjugate character of x•
Example 5.2
Consider the group By Molien's
Theorem (3.1), we have
5So dim
Consider the linear character x: G- E* given by
By Molien's Theore. (3.1),
I
From this example, we see that by applying Molien's Theorem, ,he Molien
series can be found which provides useful informations about the




From now on, we confine ourselves to the case when G is finite.
n
As we have mentioned, Noether showed that ffi[V] is a finitely
generated G-algebra. In fact, she produced an explicit set of
generators for G[V].
Theorem U. 1 (Noether's Theorem)[ SI, Thm 12][Wey 2, p. 275]
Let G be a finite subgroup of Then is
generated by the polynomials where f
ranges over, all monomials in of degree at
most
Proof





Apart from a constant factor( is the coefficient of
But from the theory of symmetric functions [Wey 2, Ch'2 p.37], we know
that Q, can be written as a polynomial of the with
Hence, is a polynomial of the
with It follows that is generated
by the polynomials where f is homogeneous of
degree
Example 4. 2
Consider the group Applying
Hoether1s Theorem (4.1), we have the following generators for
with
Hence, is generated by and
Example 4.5
Let G be the group
Applying Noether's Theorem (4.1), we have the following generators
for E[V]:
•with
Hence, is generated by and
Theorem .1 provides a quasi-mechanical method for the computation
of the generators. Unfortunately, except in a few simple cases, the
actual computations would lead to enormous labour and the method is
not economical. Consider the group of permutation matrices
. Noether's Theorem (.l) gives generators
of degrees But is where a. is1
the i elementary symmetric functions of
Finite groups generated by pseudo-reflections
As (C[V] is a polynomial algebra of n indeter mi nates and
l[V] is a subalgebra of ffi[V], the maximal number of algebraically
G
independent elements, i.e. the Krull dimension of CC[V] cannot
exceed n. Observe that for each f£ l[V], f is a zero of the
polynomial H (f- f«g) of which the coefficients are in G[y]G.
g EG
It follows that £E[V] is integral over and the Krull dimension
G
of Ql[V]G must be n -y so the number of algebra generators of G[V]~
is at least n. A natural question arises: when will' CC[V] be
generated by exactly n elements? In such case, the generators
must be algebraically independent and (H[V] is a polynomial algebra.
The first answer to this appears in a paper of G.C. Shephard and
J.A. Todd in 195-[ S-T, Thm 5-1]• There it is stated that ffl[V]
is a polynomial algebra if and only if G is generated by pseudo-
reflections. We call an element g€ GL(v)[l) a pseudo-reflection if
g leaves a hyperplane of V point-wise fixed, equivalently, g has
exactly one eigenvalue not equals 1 with multiplicity ly this eigen¬
value is necessarily a root of unity (since G is finite). In fact,
H.S.M. Coxeter had already shown this in 1951 for the case when
G c GL (B) [Cox]. The proof of the 'if' part of this result of
Shephard and Todd is based on the determination of all the irreducible
finite subgroups generated by pseudo-reflections and the explicit
computation of the corresponding algebras of invariants. A year later,
C. Chevalley found a theoretical proof of this assuming the pseudo-
reflections are of order 2 [Ch, Thm A], and the proof actually works
in general [Se l].
10
Many other interesting results for finite groups generated by
pseudo-reflections were proved also in the paper of Shephard and Todd
Since then, more results have been obtained, cf. R. Steinberg [Ste 1]
[Ste 21, L. Solomon [So 1] [So 2], T.A. Springer [Sp 1], A.M. Cohen
[ Coh] and L. Flatto [F] etc.
G
-Mppfllll OTj L.' _i~~'—•—•——~ v—-•— -a._——~
G
We know that CC[V] is not always a polynomial algebra. However,
Q
it is always a free module over a polynomial algebra, i.e. ffi[V] is
of the. form for some algebraically independent
'Note that is not always Cohen-Macaulay if char
In such a situation., we say is Cohen-Macaulay.
This result was proved by M. Hochster and J.A. Eagon in 1971 [H-E,
Prop 13]. A proof can also be found in [Sta 3, Thm 3.2].
It is clear that if then
where
degree of w and
degree of Unfortunately, the converse is not true [SI,
p.101] [Sta 2, Ex 3.8], i.e. if F (A) is of the above form, there
may not exist such w. and y. with degree w.= a., degree
and However, the form
of still provides useful hints for the determination of
the a 's and b.'s and hence that of w.'s and y.'s. Examples
11 11
can be found in[ Sta 3, p.U80-78l] and[ SI, p. 100-101].
Svzygies and minimal resolution
As we have seen from Example h.2, the minimal set of generators
is not always algebraically independent. To describe
completely,, we want to find a set of algebra generators and
then the basic relations among them; these are called the syzygies
of the first kind. Again, there may be relations among the relations;
these are called the syzygies of the second kind and so on. In
modern language, this is the same as to construct a corresponding
minimal free resolution of C[V] in which the kernels of the
homomorphisms are syzygy modules.
We illustrate the construction of the minimal free resolution
by the following example.
Example 7»1
Consider the group G of order 8 generated by
acting on By Noether's Theorem
we know is generated by the following:
with
After simplification, we obtain the following generators for
Let A be the graded algebra where the
are indeterminates with degree degree Define an A-module
structure on by for all We have
an A-module homomorphism where for
and Ker is generated as an A-module by the syzygies
of the first kind. Since A is a Koetherian A-module, Ker P is a
o
finitely generated A-module by Hilbert Basis Theorem [A-M, p. 8l].




which is a free A-module with a and a„
1 2
as generators and degree a= degree
Define an A-
homomorphi sm by Then
Ker and Ker is generated -as an A-module by the
syzygies of the second kind. Observe that Ker p is generated as
an A-moudle by Let be a free A-module
with as the generator and degree degree w. Define an
A-homomorphism Then, Kei : In:
and Ker p9 is generated as an A-module by the syzygies of the thirdCj
kind.
We have constructed an exact sequence of A-modules
where the kernels of the homomorphisms are syzygy modules and the
hornomorphisms are degree preserving.
In general, given a finite subgroup of acting on
we have (as an A-module) where A is a polynomial
algebra and 1 is the ideal generated by the syzygies of first kind.
Similar to the above process, we can construct an exact sequence of
A-modules in which the kernel of p., is the module of syzygies of
i-l
til
the i kind. By Hilbert Syzygy Theorem it can be
sho-wn that the number of kinds of syzygies is finite, i.e. we have
G
an A-free finite resolution of CD[V] of the form
G
This exact sequence is called an A-free resolution of CD[V]. If
G
the set of algebra generators of ffi[V] and the set of module generators
of Ker are chosen to be minimal (as in the above example), then
G
the resolution is called a minimal resolution of CC[V]. The minimal
n
resolution of E[V] is unique up to isomorphism of exact sequences.
The length h of the minimal resolution is called the homological
G G
dimension of E[V] and is denoted by hd(ffi[V]). By the fact that
G
CC[V] is Cohen-Macaulay, we can show that
the minimal number of generators of
the Krull dimension of
~fch
Dr-P-' r. c In ri J— n.ii V, m: V to be the rank of the A-modules
M in the minimal free resolution of
i
and denote this by
In the above example, we hav
and
Let be the decrees o? the elements oy a. set °i qenerators
°f
t tl
if a.. denotes the degree of the i syzygy of the
J
t tl
j kind, then F„(A) must be of the formG
It follows that the form of F (A) provides a lot of hints for theG
degrees of the syzygies. Together with the fact that
, there are hints for the computation of the
J-= U
G
minimal resolution of ffi[V]. But in general, it is very difficult
to determine the resolution completely. Up to now, we still have no
general and systematic way. Even for small groups, the syzygies may
be very complicated. For instance, when G is the group generated
by acting on the minimal
resolution is of the form
where A is a polynomial ring of 10 indeterminates[ Sta 3, p.A-99]•
The only method is by guess and trials with hints from the Molien
series and the known theorems. Some examples on the computations
are given in §9-
Hypersurface, Complete intersection; Gorenstein algebra
The simplest structure of one step away from being a
polynomial algebra is when there is only one relation among the
generators, for some
polynomial P in the This is called a hypersurface since the
locus of defines a hypersurface in
It can be easily shown that
is a hypersurface
For if is a hypersurface, then number of generators
of Krull dimension of If we
have This implies
since And if then
there is a unique syzygy and this is just the definition of a hyper¬
surface.
The invariant subalgebras of A (i.e. S n SL ((C)) and that
n n n
of the finite subgroups of SL (CC) are famous examples of hyper surfaces.Cj
In fact, these correspond to the type N= G n SL(t) where G is a
finite group generated by pseudo-reflections. All these will be
treated in chapter 2 and 3.
G
The characterization problem for Ql[V] to be a polynomial
algebra is solved completely in 195 (cf. §5). For that of a
hypersurface, results are. obtained by H. Nakajima for n 10 [Nak 2]
[Nak k]. This will be given in chapter b.
When is called a complete inter¬
section. So a hypersurface is a special case of a complete inter¬
section. Some results on the characterization problem of a complete
intersection will be given in chapter 4 too.
If the minimal resolution of is 'self-dual', i.e.
for then we say
is Gorenstein. It can be shown that if is a complete
intersection, then it is Gorenstein. In 197- K. Watanabe obtained
G
the following results giving answers to the question of when CC[V]
is Gorenstein.
Theorem 8.1 [Wa 1, Thm l]
If G is a finite subgroup of SL (ffi) then ffi[V]G is
n
Gorenstein.[
Theorem 8.2 [Wa 2, Thm l]
If G is a finite subgroup of GL (e) and G contains no
G
pseudo-reflections, then ffi[V] is Gorenstein if and only if
In fact, these results can be extended to the following
Q.
equivalent conditions for £C[V] to be Gorenstein.
Theorem 8.5 [Sta 2, Thm 5«5][Sta 1, Cor 2.7]
Let G be a finite subgroup of GLn(c). Then the following
are equivalent:
(l) CE[V]G is Gorenstein.
18
where r is the number of pseudo-reflections in G.
(3) fv is a x-invariant where
(cf. §1 of chapter 3 for definition of fX)
Examples of hypersurfaces, complete intersections and Gorenstein
algebras will be given in the next section.
Examples on the computation of syzygies
Hypersurface
(l) Consider the group G of order 2 generated by




i.e. ffi[V] is generated by
It follows that hd(c[V]) =3-2= 1 and so ffi[V]G is a hyper-
surface by the equivalent conditions in §8. The minimal resolution
is easily found to be
where
is a polynomial algebra and Pq is
an A-homomorphism given by is a
free A-module of rank 1 and P1 is an A-homomorphism sending
2
the generator of to 3 Since~ A as an
2
A-module, can be represented by the matrix (yZ Y)•
So the minimal resolution is of the form
Notice that This agrees
G
with the fact that ffi[v] is generated by 3 generators of
degree 2 with a syzygy of degree.
(2) Consider the quaternion group
acting on Applying Noether's Theorem (4.l), we have
is generated by
where
After simplification,, we have is generated by
By Molien's Theorem
we have
As and from the form of we know
that there is a unique syzygy of degree 12. It turns out that
r
the minimal resolution is of the form
In fact, Qg is one of the binary polyhedral groups to be
discussed in chapter 2.
Complete Intersection
(3) Let G be the group of order 8 generated by
acuing on The minimal
resolution of is found to be
where
Since the number of generators of - the Krull dimension
is a complete intersection.
Gorenstein Algebra
(4) Let G be the group of order 6 generated by
acting on
By Theorem 8.1, we have £C[V] is Gorenstein. Applying
Noether's theorem (4.1), we obtain the following generators:
The YmrnmaUTU tVns set Qpnrotw cn !-e
levened hvj routine oheckhnQ, so M
By observation, the syzygies of first kind are found to be:
Now, is not a complete intersection.
Since is Gorenstein, and
Also, this forces Hence,
the minimal resolution of is of the form
where 4
Others
(5) Let G be the cyclic group of order k generated by
acting on £C[x, x]. Applying Noether's Theorem (U.l), we have
is generated by
So We also have:
This suggests that there may be 6 degree 8 syzygies of first kind,
8 degree 12 syzygies of second kind and 3 degree l6 syzygies of
third kind. (Note that
It can be found by brute force that the syzygies of first
kind are:
degree 8
The syzygies of second kind are:
degree 12
The syzygies of third kind are:
degree 16






From these examples, we observe that even for groups of small
order and dimension, the resolution may be very complicated. We
cannot determine which terms correspond to which kinds of syzygies
from the Molien series directly. Even if we know the number and the
degrees of a certain kind of syzygies, it is still a hard exercise
to compute them by brute force.'
CHAPTER 2. INVARIANT THEORY OF FINITE SUBGROUPS OF SL9(c)
Introduction
In this chapter, we shall give an exposition for an early instance
of hypersurface-- the invariant subalgebras of the finite subgroups
of SL2(e). The main result is that the subalgebras of elements in
Etxp Xg] invariant under the action of a finite subgroup acting via
SL2(E) are hypersurfaces. There is a list of all finite subgroups
of SL2(C) up to conjugation. A case by case computation of the
corresponding invariant subalgebras is given to prove the result.
The classification of finite subgroups of SL (c) has been knownCj
for many years. The first classical reference for this is the book
Vorlesungen uber das Ikosaeder of F. Klein in l8$+[ Kl, Ch 2].
The book Lehrbuch der Algebra, vol. II by Weber in 1899 [Web] also
contains this result. A modern treatment is given in the fourth
chapter of the book Invariant Theory by T.A. Springer [Sp 2].
Here we shall follow the exposition of Springer and provide a slightly
modified proof for this.
The finite subgroups of SL2(c) fall into five families up to
conjugation. Two of them are infinite families whilst the other
three are special groups. Observe first that a finite subgroup of
SL0(ffi) is conjugate to a subgroup of SU9(c). Second, there is an
epimorphism from onto with kernel
The homomorphic image of a finite subgroup of Su2y in SOjR)
is of course a finite subgroup. The finite subgroups of S03(lO
fall into five classes: the cyclic group of rotation, dihedral group
of rotation, tetrahedral, octahedral and icosahedral group of
rotation. By going back to SUffi) via the said epimorphism, we
obtain the classification of finite subgroups of SL (CC).Li
The present approach is slightly different from that of Klein,
Weber and Springer in which an isomorphism between PSUffi), i.e.
and is set up directly and the
classification is done in PSUffi)•
Statements of main results




D= the group generated by
of order kn.
(3) Tetrahedral case
T= the group generated by
and of order 2b, where
(4) Octahedral case
0= the group generated by and
of order 4-8.
(5) Icosahedral case
I= the group generated by and
of order 120, where
Definition 2.1
The groups C D, T, 0 and I are called the binary polyhedral
groups.
The following two theorems are the main results of this chapter.
Theorem 2.2
Let G be a finite subgroup of SL(E): then G is conjugate
to one of the binary polyhedral groups.
Theorem 2.5
The invariant subalgebras of the finite subgroups of SL2(g) are
hypersurfaces.
By a well-known technique, a finite subgroup of SLG) is
conjugate to a subgroup of SU2(g) [Se 3, p.6]. Therefore, we need
to consider the subgroups of SU2(g) only.
An epimorphism from SU(l) onto SO(]R,
Theorem 5.!




It is clear that W is a vector space of dimension 3 over ]R. For
each v G W, u G SU (CC) j, it can be easily checked that u Km G W.Cj
Thus u defines a linear isomorphism $(u): W-» W and we have a
homomorphism 0: Steffi) -»GL(w), GL(w)= GL(]R). Since matrix
multiplication is smooth, 0 is a smooth homomorphism. In fact,
W is the Lie algebra of the 3-dimensional compact Lie group SUCC)
(i.e. the tangent space of SU2(g) at the identity). And£ is
induced by the adjoint action of SU2(g) on its Lie algebra W.
Since SUG) is compact and connected,$ maps Steffi) into
S0~(B) with respect to some inner product on W. As 0 is the
adjoint action, Ker$ is the centre of SUG) which is
and Q is onto SO()•
We now try to determine§ explicitly. Take
3
M corresponds to a rotation of ]R. Let be a
2 it
vector of unit length along the axis of rotation and yy oe tne
angle of rotation. As the eigenvalues of are 1
and where exist such that we have
the diagonalization:
So is an eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue 1 and





It can be checked that
and the order of is m. This implies
Hence, from the relations between
a and , we obtain
(3.2)
Finite subgroups of SO(nR)
o
We now look at the finite subgroups of SO(]R). We will prove
the following theorem in this section.
Theorem k.1
~, v~
Let G be a non-trivial finite subgroup of SOHw• Then G
belongs to one of the following families:
(1) cyclic rotation group,
(2) dihedral rotation group,
(3) rotation group of the regular tetrahedron,
(k) rotation group of the regular octahedraon,
(5) rotation group of the regular icosahedron.
(For the definitions of these groups, we refer the reader to [Kl,Ch 1,
§3-8.])
Let be a non-trivial finite subgroup of and F be
the set for some
Since each fixes exactly 2 points of
is finite. Moreover, if M' and with
then
So G acts on F.
Let x••• y be the representatives of all the distinct
nsj











(i) d= 2 or 3 only,
(ii) Suppose c c, then for d= 2, (c, c, c) can only
be (n, n, n) for some n£ Z+. For d= 3, (c, c, c, c)
can only be (2n, 2, 2, n) for some n€ Z+, (12, 2, 3, 3),
(24, 2, 3,+) or (60, 2, 3, 5)«
Proof.
Since for all i, Lemma k.2 implies
Hence and only.
We have so contradicting
So this case does not occur.
We have and
hence for some
We have i where
Since
It follows that which implies Hence,
must be one of the following:
for some
Let
be a non-trivial subgroup of SOlO with tuple
The tuples gives preliminary
classification of finite subgroups of SO®)• Theorem b.l will be
proved by considering those G with a given (c, c,..., c)j this
requires only finite amount of effort by virtue of Corollary .3.
It turns out that there is only one G for each tuple. The details
are as follows:
Case 1
In this cas e, we have Thus, all fix the
same axis and hence must be a cyclic rotation group.
Case 2
In this case, Thus consists of X3 anc
its antipodal point -x only. Now
and fixes
and must be cyclic of order n as in the above case.
Take M must exchange and so it is a rotation
of it about an axis perpendicular to that joining X3 anc 3'
Consider the group generated by M and the elements of G j i~ts
order is 2n and so must be the whole of G. Hence, G is the
dihedral rotation group of order 2n.
Case 5
Notice that and these four points are permuted by
the 12 elements of It follows that As
the distances between any 2 of the 4 points are equal. Hence,
determines a regular tetrahedron and G is its rotation group.
Case 4
Since and and
must be in the same orbit. Let such that so
the group generated by the elements of and M is the dihedral
rotation group of order 8. Hence, the 6 points of are
and 4 other points on the plane perpendicular to the line joining
and These 6 points give the vertices of a regular
octahedron and is its rotation group.
Case 5
Since is a cyclic rotation group of order 5, the 10 points
either all lie on the equator or there is
such that 5 of them lie on the plane of distance h above
the equator and the others on the plane of distance h below the
equator. It can be checked that the latter case is true and this
corresponds to the rotation group of the icosahedron.
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1.
Finite subgroups of SIL,((C)
Our aim in this section is to prove Theorem 2.2, i.e. we want
to classify the finite subgroups We proceed as
follows: we take a finite subgroup of and search for all
those with where is the epimorphism of §3.
Wow there are two possibilities:
(i) Ker
(2) Ker and
This requires finite amount of work by virtue of Theorem b.l.
We now begin our case by case study:-
Case 1 Cyclic case
Without loss of generality, we may take the axis of rotation to
be the z-axis. Let be the rotation of angle about
the we have
If n is even, then
So we must have Ker
Hence, the group generated by
of
order 2n.
If n is odd; then we have 2 possibilities which correspond to
the group generated by and G= the
group generated by
Therefore in this case, G is the cyclic group of the form
Gase 2 Dihedral case
Up to conjugation; we may take G to be the group generated by
2 tc
the rotation of— about the z-axis and the rotation of tc about
the x-axis. By (3.2); the pre-images of these two elements in SUl)
m
are and respectively. Since
we have G H Ker$
Hence; (cf. Definition 2.l).
Case 5. Tetrahedral case
2
Any 2 regular tetrahedra with vertices on S differ by a
rotation; so up to conjugation; we may take the vertices to be
and
as in figure 1.
figure 1
figure 2




(2) Rotation of— about axis joining





(3) Rotation of n about axis joining













Up to conjugation, we may take the octahedron to be as in figure
2. The group G is generated by:
(l) the rotation of angle tc about the x-axis.
2 TC
(2) the rotation of angle— about the axis joining the centroid
and (refer to figure 2) and
TC
(3) the rotation of angle— about z-axis.
By (3.2), the corresponding pre-images under$ in SU (l) are:Cj
and where
Since we must have
Ker Hence, (cf. Definition
2.1).
Case 3 Icosahedral case
Up to conjugacy, we may take the icosahedron to be as in figure
3. The group G is generated by:
2
(1) the rotation of— through the z-axis.
(2) the rotation of it through the y-axis.
and (3) the rotation of it through the axis joining the point P
and -P (refer to figure 3).
By (3.2), the corresponding pre-images under 0 of the first two are:
and
For the element of (3), we have to find the coordinates of P.
Let P be with
Claim:
L et M- denote the rotation of (l) and
denote the rotation of(3). Geometrically, it is easily seen that
is of order 3. Notice that
and
We must have Re But we must
have











Hence,, the corresponding pre-images of (3) are
Since we have
Ker Hence, (cf. Definition
2.1).
We have considered all the cases listed in Theorem b.l. The
finite subgroups of SU (CD) produced are precisely those listed inLj
Theorem 2.2. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.2.
Cyclic case
Proposition 6.1
Let C be the group given in Definition 2.1, ther
module
Proof.
We use Noether's Theorem (Ch 1, .l) to produce generators for
(mod n),
otherwise.
Hence, is generated by and and
Corollary 6.2
The Molien series of is
Proof. This follows easily from the structure of as
given in Proposition 6.1.
Dihedral case
Proposition 7«1
Let D be the group given in Definition 2.1, then
Proof
Using Noether' s Theorem (Oh 1, -.l), we have is
generated by with
otherwise.
Hence, is generated by and
and
Corollary 7-2
The Molien series of is
Proof This follows from the structure of as obtained
in Proposition 7»1«
Tetrahedral case
For the tetrahedral case (also for the other two cases of §§9, 10),
we embed the group in a finite pseudo-reflection group of GLC)
whose intersection with SLC) is the original group. Then, the
T
invariant subalgebra !C[xp xJ can be found by applying the
following theorem.
Theorem 8.1[ Sta 1, Cor h.2, 5-6]
Let G be a finite pseudo-reflection group of GLn(c) and
be its reflecting hyperplanes» Let g be the generator
of the (cyclic) subgroup of G consisting of pseudo-reflections
fixing Write N for If
is a prime p, then where
and
is an eigenvector of g.
The original proof of the above theorem appears in [Sta l]. In
our thesis, we provide a generalization of this result and the related
r
details will be treated in Chapter 3.
Lemma 8.2
The group T is contained in the pseudo-reflection group
where
Proof.
Clearly, Since consists of scalar matrices, C- is
a group. Suppose for a, b
then and det a This forces
and Hence,
Consider the set is of order 3}.
We want to show (l) T' consists of pseudo-reflections, and (2)
G is generated the set T'. For (l), take an element of
order 3. Since , the eigenvalues must be ao ana
in other words, for some u. Hence
both of them are pseudo-
reflections.
For (2), we write G' for the group generated by the set T'.
Clearly, G' is a subgroup of G. The number of pseudo-reflections
in n f111 vjr
- 2 X the number of elements of order 3 in T
16.
A theorem of Shephard and Todd [S-T, Thm 5-1] states that the product
of the degrees d of the polynomial generators of
is
equal to and the sum of the is equal to the
number of pseudo-reflections in G'. So if d-,, d are the degrees
of the generators, then and
divides 72. This forces Hence,
and G is a group generated by pseudo-reflections.
Proposition 8.5
is a hypersurface and
where p. is a polynomial of degree i.
Proof.
It follows from Lemma 8.2 that and
By Theorem 8.1, we have is a hypersurface of the form
From the proof of Lemma 8.2, we have is of the form
It remains to find f,. In the proof
det
of Lemma 8.2, we see that and fix the same hyperplane
for each g£ T of order 3. It follows that there are 8 distinct
hyperplanes and i-s degree 8. Put pg= we have
Since is of degree 2k, we have
for some
Claim (l):
Suppose then It follows that
2 3
Pg divides pg• Since pg is a product of 8 distinct linear
factors, pg= q1 Pg say, we may assume pg is of the
2 2 2
form q... Qg• So Pg= q_L... qg and apg+ cpl2=
q... qg(qr.qg)• This implies Pg is a factor of p2. If
P12
we denote p for——, then p is of degree 6 and so p
P6
(being a G-invariant) is a scalar multiple of pg• But then
p2 will be a scalar multiple of pg. This leads to a con¬
tradiction as pg and p are algebraically independent.
Claim (2):
We can choose the generators such that the relation is of the
form
Write p2 for p- p6, then
Choose then for some constants
Notice that is a product of 8 distinct linear
factors, both A and B are non-zero. Hence,, multiplying
p and p'g y suitable scalars gives the result.
From these two claims, it follows that
Corollary 8.-
The Molien series of is
Proof.




The group 0 is contained in the pseudo-reflection erouns
where and
Proof.
Clearly, G is a group containing 0. Consider the set
is of order k). We will show (l) 0' consists
of pseudo-reflections, and
A
and G is generated by 0'.
From (l), take g to be an element of order k in 0. Since
, its eigenvalues must be i and -i; in other words
for some u. Hence
which is a pseudo-reflection. For (2), observe that
Take implies It follows
that Write for the group generated by
the set 0'. Clearly G' is a subgroup of G. Also,
the number of pseudo-reflections in G'
: the number of elements of order 4 in 0
= 18•
Let d, d be the degrees of the polynomial generators of1 2
then and divides $6. This
forces and so Hence G is a group
generated by pseudo-reflections.
Proposition 9
' is a hypersurface and
) where p. is a polynomial of degree i
Proof
By Lemma $.1, we have and By
The or en is a hypersurface of the form
Since there are l8 distinct hyperplane:
corresponding to . f, x is of degree 18. Write pn0 for f,7 det lo det
By a similar argument as that used in Proposition 8.3, we obtain
the relation is of the form D and
Corollary 95
The Molien series of
Proof.
This follows easily from Proposition 92
Icosahedral case
Lemma 10.1
The group I is contained in the pseudo-reflection group
where and : 36o.
Proof.
Clearly, G is a group. Similar to the argument used in Lemma
8.2, we have Consider the set
is of order 3}. We will show that (l) I' consists of pseudo-
reflections, and (2) G is generated by I'.
For (l), the argument is similar to that used in Lemma 8.2. For
(2), write G' for the group generated by I'. It can be checked
that the number of elements in I' is +0. Let d, d? be the degrees
of the polynomial generators of then
and divides 360. This forces
and so Hence, G is generated by V.
Proposition 10.2
is a hypersurface and
where p_ is a polynomial of degree i.
Proof.
By Lemma 10.1 and Theorem 8.1, is a hypersurface
of the form By a similar argument used
in Proposition 8.3, we obtain
Corollary 10.5
The Mollen series of is
Proof.
This follows easily from Proposition 10.2.
§11. Conclusion
In §2, we have mentioned two main theorems (2.2, 2.3). Theorem
2.2 has been proved in §5. Theorem 2.3 follows from Theorem 2.2 and
the case by case study given in §§6-10.
We conclude this chapter by summarizing the results in the
following table.
Invariant subalgebras of finite subgroups of SL2(g) acting on












CHAPTER 3. SOME INVARIANT SUBALGEBRAS THAT ARE
HYPERSURFACES
Introduction
In this chapter,, -we shall consider the invariant subalgebra
k[V] where V is a finite dimensional vector space over some given
field k and G a finite subgroup of GLn(k) and k[V] denotes
the symmetric algebra of V over k. In particular, we shall
consider the analogue of Theorem 8.1 of chapter 2 and some of its
variants.
In order to motivate the generalization, we examine carefully
this result here. The purpose of Theorem 8.1 (chapter 2) is to find
a sufficient condition on the finite subgroup N of GL(v) (V is
a finite dimensional vector space over ffi there) to ensure that
is a hypersurface. To get this condition, we enlarge N to
a bigger finite group and assume G is generated by
pseudo-reflections, and a prime. Under this
assumption on N, Stanley [Sta 1, Cor 5.6] proves that is a
hypersurface. The following classical example is illustrative.
Example 1.1
Let V be a vector space over (C with basis x,•••;.
Consider the group A sitting in GL(v) in the standard way with
respect to the basis x,..., x. Equivalently, Aq permutes the
basis xx, .xn. Then we know
where a is the i elementary symmetric function and
Here is generated by pseudo-reflections,
and is a prime.
In fact, the above example is one case of the more general result
of Stanley that we are quoting. We now comment on the proof of this
result.
Observe first is a subalgebra of and the latter
is a module over the former. An (homogeneous) element of is
not always an absolute invariant of G, but it is always a x-invariant
of G for some irreducible character X of G. Since finite
dimensional representations of finite groups over G are completely
reducible [Se 3, p.7] we have
where the direct sum runs over all irreducible character x G
corresponding to irreducible representations p of G with
Each such p gives an irreducible representation on
which is abelian. Hence each has rank 1 and each is
a linear character of G.
Since is cyclic of prime order, the following are all the
distinct linear characters of
1, det, det,
where det means the composite
det
It is easily shown that if then
Thus, to show is a hypersurface, it is
enough to show there is an element f
det
such that
is a free -module with as generator.
We go back to Example 1.1. It is clear that
and q is a det-invariant of. Now the pseudo-
reflections of are precisely the transpositions (i, j) (where





Each such matrix has just one eigenvector (up to scalar multiple) in
V corresponding to the only eigenvalue which is not 1; this eigen¬
vector is The element q is precisely the product of all
these
In the general situation,, we take a linear character
such that 1 and we want to define an element whose
relationship with is similar to that of q with
We proceed as follows. Each pseudo-reflection in G fixes a hyper-
plane of V, H say. H is called a reflecting hyperplane of G.
To each such H, let G be the (cyclic) subgroup of G consisting
of pseudo-reflections (of G) which fix H pointwise. To each H,
we take a generator of G- g- say and let v be the eigenvector
(unique up to scalar multiple) which corresponds to the non-unit
eigenvalue of g. We now letH be the product
where
the product is taken over all reflecting hyperplanes, and sn isH
the smallest non-negative integer such that
It can be shown that
, then divides
The proof for (i) is relatively routine. The proof for (ii) due
to Stanley is as follows: first he proved is a free
module of rank one using Chevalley's results on groups generated by
pseudo-reflections Next, he computed the degree of the free
generator (unique up to scalar multiple) of (as a
module) using Molien's Theorem ((3.l), Chapter l), and observe that
this is the same as the degree of is then a x-invariant
by (i).
Recall that where p is the prime
it follows that From the definition of
the s' s and the fact that
H
for all reflecting hyper-
planes H in G, we have for
One then easily deduces that is a hypersurface.
We now close this introduction with a word on convention, but
leave the statements of results to the next section. In[ Sta 1,
p.136], Stanley uses a linear form LH for each reflecting hyper-
plane H. However, both Stanley and we use CD[V] to stand for the
symmetric algebra over V, i.e. the polynomial algebra
where [x] is a basis of V (or V is the linear span of the x's)
and each x. is of degree 1. Hence., the degree 1 elements are
vectors, not linear forms. Of course, when we are working over CC,
there is an inner product to enable us to identify V with V.
All pseudo-reflections are diagonalisable and no real difficulty
actually arises. But when we want to consider analogues of this
result for fields of positive characteristics, we do have to distinguish
between elements in V and V. This will become apparent in later
sections.
1. Statements of results
We now consider a generalization of Theorem 8.1 (chapter 2) to
fields of positive characteristics. Let V be a finite dimensiona.
vector space over a given field k and G a finite subgroup of GL(v)
generated by pseudo-reflections. (An element g€ GL(v) is called a
pseudo-reflection if g( l) leaves a hyperplane of V pointwise
fixed.)
A
For each reflecting hyperplane H of G, let G be the
n
subgroup {g£ G| g fixes H pointwise). From now on, G is
assumed to satisfy the following condition.
Assumption 2.1
For each H, there do not exist s n r h f, h ah
g is of the diagonalisable form (i.e.
with resuect
to some basis) and g is of the unipotent form (i.e.
with respect to some basis).
Let r be a. Tin pa t nbRrapf.pr nf (C ta7i hh
char if char (Note that
Ker and Im is a cyclic group.) By changing the basis,
each pseudo-reflection can be represented either as a
diagonalisable or an unipotent matrix. For each reflecting hyperplane
H of G-, denote Gn= (g G G| g fixes H pointwise] and
unipotent). If is a unipotent pseudo-
reflection, then its order must be char But
char and Define
for all (the existence
of s„ is guranteed by the fact that
H is cyclic and
Let Vjj be the eigenvector (unique up to scalar multiple) of thoseII
corresponding to the non-unit eigenvalue of g if
Define where the product runs over aid-
reflecting hyperplanes H with So if G satisfies
Assumption 2.1, then the product runs over all reflecting hyperplanes
H corresponding to the diagonalisable form.
Before we state our main results, we remind our reader that G
is generated by pseudo-reflections and satisfies Assumption 2.1.
Theorem 2.2
Let N be Ker Then
Theorem 2.5
Let Jdet for some Ker and
be the reflecting hyperplanes corresponding to the
diagonalisable pseudo-reflections of If
char k) 1 if char then
N
Furthermore, if k[V] is a polynomial algebra, then k[V] is a
hypersurface.
r iN
kLVJ is called a hypersurface if there is only one relation
among its generators as a k-algebra.
Theorem 2 A
Let with for some
Suppose
where are the reflecting hyperplanes corresponding to
diagonalisable pseudo-reflections of G (cf. Assumption 2.l) and
then
To prove the above results, we have to verify the follo-wing
auxiliary results. Let X be a linear character of G with
char if char
Lemma 2.5
If then f is divisible by f
X
Lemma 2.6
Under Assumption 2.1 on G, f is a x-invariant of G and
X
hence
Lemma 2.6 has already been proved by H. Nakajima implicitly
[Nak 1, Thm 2.11, Thm 3.1]. Nakajimas proof uses results in commutative
algebra and ideal theory, and the proof does not involve Assumption 2.1.
However, the convention in [Nak 1] is different from ours. In
[Nak 1, p.228], the convention is as follows: A subspace H of
codimension 1 in V is called a reflecting hyperplane of G if
there is a diagonalisable element with
Define
unipotent).
Choose such that then
defined to be the product where
for all here the product runs over all reflecting hyper-
planes of G.
The following example was originally used as a counter-example to
Nakajima's argument [Nak l] and to support Assumption 2.1. However, it
fails to serve these purposes. We still keep this example because we
feel that it is useful to anyone who wants to understand the general
situation (i.e. with Assumption 2.1 removed). (See Added in Proof).
Example 2.7
Let be the group generated by
vj
and
in GLHh) acting on
and the
determinant character. We have
and
Clearly, S is a pseudo-reflection group since g, g fix the
° 12
hyperplane n m T7xu v•
Claim (l):
and where
Notice thai; , so is integral
over Also, , so
is integral over We now quote
Lemma 23 of [K-M] which states that: Suppose R is a sub-
algebra of (H is any subgroup of GL(v), p is
some power of a prime) generated by homogeneous elements
of degree Then if and onlv
is integral over In
this case, is a polynomial algebra on the z.'s.
Now deg deg
the above result gives and
Claim (2):
Since and char , we have
Notice that
and it follows that
In fact; with Nakajima's convention, there are three reflecting
hyperplanesj namely and where
is given by It follows that
and
Added in proof
Further computations suggest that Assumption 2.1 could be
removed.
Proofs of Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6
In this section,, we will give the proofs for Lemma 2.5 and
Lemma 2.6. The proof of Lemma 2.5 is similar to that in [Sta 1;
Lemma 2.2]. And for Lemma 2.6,, we show directly that f is
X
invariant under G.
Proof of Lemma 2.5
Recall that where the product runs over all
reflecting hyperplanes IL, corresponding to the diagonal!sable
pseudo-reflections of G (cf. Assumption 2.1). For i£ {1, 2, r),
let g„ be a generator of Gu. Choose a new basis {y,...., y}bL. -ti 1 n
l i
of V such that g„ is represented byII.
1




it follows that divides Since
y_, is an eigenvector of
so y and differ by a scalar
multiple dnd divides Since k[V] is a
Unique Factorization Domain and the are distinct irreducible
elements in we have divides
Proof of Lemma 2.6
Let be the reflecting hyperplanes of G
corresponding to the diagonalisable pseudo-reflections of G (cf.
Assumption 2.l). Let S be the set where
is the eigenvector of
x
(generator of the cyclic group
corresponding to the non-unit eigenvalue.
For each and observe that
det
and generates a cyclic subgroup in G fixing
pointwise, g permutes the set S. Let be the
distinct orbits of the g-action on S. We have
for some
Claim (l): If g is a pseudo-reflection, then for
if g stablizes kvn n
for some kv GO.;
H 0
otherwise.
Notice that for each and each we
have If , then v is an eigen-XI
V J I
vector of g corresponding to the non-unit eigenvalue.
This forces and so (det g)
If g does not stablize any then must be
the identity; so and
This proves the claim.
Claim (2): Suppose , then (See
'J
definition for s in
n
Since is an eigenvector of
it follows that is a subgroup of Also,
so is an eigenvector of
and is a subgroup of Further.
a generator of Now
, so Similarly, as
is a generator of , we have Hence
From the above two claims, we have for all
pseudo-reflections g in G. Recall that G is generated by
pseudo-reflections, so is a x-invariant of G. Together with
Lemma 2.5; we have
Proof of Theorems 2.2, 2.5 and 2.k
In this section, we shall give the proofs for Theorem 2.2, 2.3
and 2.h. Here, G, x and N are the same as stated in §2.
Proof of. Theorem 2.2
Note that G acts on the action factors through
Since is abelian and char we have
where denotes the linear character given
by By Lemma 2.6, is a free module
of rank one and Hence,
Proof of Theorem 2.5
Let
j
be det We must have For if
then
1 for all since This
implies contradicting So there exists
a, b such that Since
implies det(g) Ker det = Ker det. Also
It follows that
If X is the determinant character, then and
Theorem 2.3 becomes the following analogue of Theorem 8.1 (chapter 2).
Corollary k.1
and prime char k), then
Further, if is
a polynomial algebra, then is a hypersurface.
Proof of Corollary k.l
This follows from Theorem 2.3 and the fact that : a prime
p implies
If instead, [G:N] is only a power of a prime p, say p, the
we have the result of Theorem 2.k.
Proof of Theorem Z.b
Take wr it e with
we have
By Theorem 2.2, we have , it follows that
Remark b.2
Notice that if Ker with = a prime p char k.
then may not be a hypersurface even if is a polynomial
algebra. Consider an example in which G is the group in
generated by and Let x be the
linear character given by Then Ker
and Clearly,
and so
is not a hypersurface, it is even not a
Gorenstein algebra by Theorem 8.2 of chapter 1.
CHAPTER b. RECENT DEVELOPMENTS
G
The characterization problem for C[V] to be a polynomial ring
was solved completely by Shephard and Todd in 195[ S-T, Thm 5.1].
For that of a Gorenstein algebra, it was solved by K. Watanabe [Wa 1,
Wa 2] and R. Stanley [Sta 2]. For that of a complete intersection
and a hypersurface, there are contributions by various mathematicians.
In this chapter, we will give a summary of the recent developments
on invariant theory of finite groups (with emphasis on the charac¬
terization problems of complete intersections and hypersurfaces) in
the 80's, namely, the work of R. Stanley, K. Watanabe, V. Kac, N.L.
Gordeev, H. Nakajima and V.L. Popov etc.
Stanley's conjecture and Gordeev's characterization for complete
intersections
In 1979; R- Stanley gave a necessary and sufficient condition
for groups of the form where G is a finite pseudo-
reflection group such that is a complete intersection [Sta 1,
Thm 5-1]• He also made a conjecture on a necessary condition for a
group such that is a complete intersection
[ Sta 3, p. 507]•
Stanley's conjecture: If is a complete intersection, then
there exist a finite group generated by pseudo-reflections such
that , where denotes the commutator subgroup of
However, this conjecture is found to be false. In 1981, D.
Rotillion gave two counterexamples of degree 3[R]. N.L. Gordeev
also produced two series of imprimitive groups of GL, (l) which do
not behave as the conjecture would suggest [Gl]. (A group
is called imprimitive if there is a direct sum decomposition of V
into non-trivial proper linear subspace,
such that is stable under Otherwise G
is called primitive.) Nevertheless, for irreducible group of high
dimension, the conjecture is true. In [Gl], N.L. Gordeev showed
that for the only irreducible primitive groups G such
that is a complete intersection in are and
This implies that Stanley's conjecture fails for at most
a finite number of primitive groups. a counter¬
example Is also given, viz. G is the group of order 21 in
generated by and
Besides, N.L. Gordeev obtained a result on the classification
of irreducible imprimitive groups and reducible groups such that
their invariant subalgebras are complete inter sections [G2, Thm 2].
He proved that If is an irreducible imprimitive finite
group with , then is a complete intersection if and
only if there is an imprimitive finite group
generated by pseudo-reflections such that
denotes the commutator
subgroup in G(m, p, n).) And for that of the reducible groups, he
reduced the problem to that of the irreducible groups and abelian
groups. (The latter classification has been done by K. Watanabe,
cf.
Watanabes characterization for complete inter sections
A solution for the characterization problem of a complete inter¬
section for abelian groups was obtained by K. Watanabe in 1980 [Wa 3,
Thm 2.1, Prop 1.7]. In such case, the elements of G can be assumed
to be diagonal matrices since irreducible representations of abelian
groups are of degree one. Watanabe proved that CC[V] is a complete
intersection if and only if there is a datum such that G[V]= R
and G= G. For the definition of a datum and the notations R,
G-,, we refer the reader to [Wa 3, Def 1.1, 1.2, 1.3].
Besides providing a proof for the above theorem, he also examined
a list of conjectures which were found to be true when G is abelian
[Wa 3, Prop 3.1, Conj 3.2]. (For n= 3, he and Rotillion
classified all finite subgroups G of such that
is a complete intersection [W-R].) Among those conjectures, there
is one which states that if and is a complete
intersection, then G is generated by the set rank!
and this was proved by himself and V. Kac in 1982 [K-W, Thm B]. In
fact, they proved the following more generalized version for any
finite subgroup G of if has m generators
such that for some s, then G is generated
by the set rank
It is interesting to compare the case when s= 0 of this
result with the theorem of Shephard and Todd[ S-T, Thm 5-1], which
can be stated as: G is generated by the set (g€G| rank(g-l) 1}
if and only if (C[V]G is a polynomial algebra. But unfortunately,
the condition that G is generated by the set (g£ G |rank(g-l) 2]
G
is not sufficient for. ffi[v] to be a complete intersection and
counterexamples are found [Wa b, p. bz].
It should be pointed out that the result of V. Kac and K. Watanabe
for s= 0 was independently (and apparently simultaneously) proved
by N.L. Gordeev in 1982 [G2]. Their proofs are essentially the same,
but that of Kac and Watanabe is in topological language while that
of Gordeev is in algebraic language.
Nakajima's characterization for complete intersections and
hypersurfaces
H. Nakajima has also devoted much attention to the characterization
problem. In [Nak 2][Nak 4], he obtained the following result for the
finite subgroups of SL (e) with n 10.
Theorem 5.1 [Nak 2][Nak 4]
Let G be a finite subgroup of with Then
is a hypersurface if and only if there is a finite pseudo-
reflection group such that and
(iL denotes the reflecting hyper-
rss
planes of G and fixes H. pointwise)).
In [Nak 3, Thm 5.1], he also gave a classification of all
irreducible irredundant primitive groups for n 10 and all
irreducible irredundant imprimitive groups for n 4 such that
is a complete intersection.
Moreover, he has done much work on the invariant theory over
fields of positive characteristic. In [Nak 2, Thm 4.2], he considered
a particular type of groups N such that N is a normal subgroup
of a finite pseudo-reflection group with abelian
and if char he obtained the following
characterization for k[V]N to be a hypersurface using commutative
algebra and ideal theory.
Theorem 3.2 [Nak 2, Thm 4.2]
N
k[V] is a hypersurface if and only if there is a subgroup N
of G generated by pseudo-reflections such that
(l) N- Ker X for some linear character of
(2)
denotes the reflecting hyperplanes of
(3) with
denotes the group fixes pointwise
This theorem leads to the following corollary in which the 'if'
part generalizes the result of R. Stanley[ St a 1, Cor 5-6] (cf.
chapter 3).
Corollary 5.5
If N contains no pseudo-reflections., then is a hyper-
surface if and only if there is a subgroup of G generated by
pseudo-reflections such that and
for
PopovTs Finiteness Theorem
Most of the -work of V.L. Popov on invariant theory is not
restricted to finite groups. Many interesting and powerful results
have been obtained by him, cf. [P l][P 2][P 3][ph]. Among these,
there is an interesting one for finite groups; this is called Finiteness
Theorem which deals with the number of representations of a given group
G with a given homological dimension. We now state this and give a
proof for it.
Theorem 4.1 [P k, Thm 1.3]
Let d= 0 be an integer and G a finite group. Then there
exists, up to isomorphism and the addition of a trivial direct summand,
only a finite number Rn(d) of finite dimensional G-modules V over
CC such that the homological dimension is d. Moreover
where (m+l) is the number of conjugacy classes in G.
The proof of Theorem b.l requires the use of the following
theorem of Popov.
Theorem 4.2 (2n monotonicity theorem) [P b} Thm 1.2]
Let V be a G-module over with then
Proof of Theorem 4.1
Since m+l= the number of conjugacy classes in G, the number
of non-trivial non-isomorphic irreducible G-modules is m.
Let be the set of all non-trivial irreducible
G-modules. Then for all J. For if
then the representation 2U. is generated by pseudo-reflections
0
But if the eigenvalues of g acting on U. are
0
the eigenvalues of g acting on 2U. will be
J
which cannot be of the form
Hence,,
Consider
then there is 1 such thai n.
o 1
o
Apply Theorem h.2, we
have
Hence implies Neglecting
the case , we have
[number of choices of such that
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It follows that for each finite group G and each positive
integer d, there exists a representation V of G over E such
that hd(E[V]G)>d. Moreover, the set of inequivalent representations
of G satisfying this condition is infinite while the set not
satisfying this is finite.
Conclusion
Let us quote the following from the book of J. Lieudonne and
J.B. Carrell, 'Invariant theory, old and new' [D-C]: Invariant
theory has already been pronounced dead several times and like the
phoenix, it has been again and again rising from its ashes. This
piece of mathematics, Invariant theory, has recently been used in a
large number of fields such as algebraic geometry [Mu], combinatorics
and coding theory [Sta 3][SI]- There are still many unsolved problems
on the invariant theory of finite groups. For instance, we have the
very difficult problem of finding a systematic and effective method
for the computation of the syzygies and the minimal resolution of
the algebra of invariants. Moreover, there are also many open
problems in the invariant theory over fields of positive characteristics
especially when the characteristic divides the order of the group.
And certainly, invariant theory is an interesting topic to devote
to
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AMENDMENTS
l) p. 62 vR (line 9) may be equal to v; even if II j-~ H' -y so
in order to define f, we have to add the following assumption:
A.
for the given if then
Then is defined to be the element where the product
is taken over all distinct T11 i:; a s s 1 un p t i. o r 1 s h o ul d b e
added to the statements of Theorem 2.2., Lemma 2.5 and 2.6 and
obvious changes should be imposed on their proofs accordinplv.
We remark that this assumption is satisfied for those considered
in Theorem 2.3 and 2.6. further computations suggest that this
assumption could be removed and Theorem 2.2 and its consequences
still hold.


